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In1philosophy, culture is interpreted as the system of supra-
biological programs of human ability to live (activity, be-
havior and communication of people).2 In this logic of rea-
soning, law appears as one of such programs, and its evolu-
tion can be considered in the general context of cultural and 
even civilizational development.

Two alternative strategies of globalization, designated 
as poly- and monocentric scenarios, include legal aspects. 
In the fi rst variant, strengthening countries’ system commu-
nication implies preservation of their state sovereignty and 
development of agreements on certain adjustments of In-
ternational Law.3 The second variant is aimed at spreading 
established legal norms of the globalization leader to all re-
gions of the planet, as which the US leaders have already 
publicly declared its country.4

Currently, there is a trend to transition from the mono-
civilizational model to the multi-civilizational one of the 
world order. In this regard, the legal doctrine and practice 
raise the question of a new concept of correlation of univer-
sal and national law5, which should be sought in the coordi-
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nate system of the universal civilizational project6. In many 
states, including Russia, there is the search for new seman-
tic contents for this concept, which is confi rmed by consti-
tutional reforms and the practice of national courts. Thus, 
in 2015, in its Resolution dated July 14, 2015 No. 21-P, the 
Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation pointed out 
that “interaction of European and constitutional legal orders 
is impossible in conditions of subordination, since only di-
alogue between different legal systems is the base for their 
proper balance.” The Court also determined parameters of 
formation of the national constitutional identity concept, to 
basic components of which it attributed intrastate norms on 
fundamental rights, as well as provisions on foundations 
of the constitutional system, ensuring these rights.7 Now, 
new revision of Article 79 of the Constitution of the Rus-
sian Federation establishes that decisions of interstate bod-
ies adopted on the basis of provisions of international trea-
ties of the Russian Federation in their interpretation, con-
trary to the Constitution of the Russian Federation, are not 
subject to be executed in the Russian Federation.

In the global legal development, there happened a re-
versal in this direction. Hierarchical correlation of universal 
and national law has been replaced by combination of the 
all-human, the universal and the local (the polycentric ap-
proach based on fundamental equal rights of different cul-
tures and civilizations). Prerequisites for this were grow-
ing discrepancy between the statement about the univer-
sal nature of the civilizational model developed by one lo-
cal (Euro pean – American) culture, and obvious diversity 
of vectors of evolution of other local (Russian, Arab-Mus-
lim, Indian, Chinese, etc.) cultures, which formed their own 
civi lizational projects.8

This has resulted in identifi cation of the vector of glob-
al legal evolution in the logic of the all-human civilization-
al project. States implement new development strategies, 
searching for their own sociocultural, national and constitu-
tional identity,9 equal rights for cultures. Original concepts 
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of correlation of universal and national values emerge. This, 
for example, is evidenced by the extensive practice of up-
dating national constitution.1

Cultural and historical specifi c features become charac-
teristic of modern constitutions. If dozens of new constitu-
tions of the 1990s era were written in very similar language, 
refl ecting ideas about the fi nal victory of liberal ideology, 
the constitutional reforms of the 21st century demonstrate 
the unique surge of national identity. This might be facil-
itated by unsuccessful results of the new wave of globali-
zation, the crisis of multiculturalism policy, the next cycle 
of disintegration, regional upheavals like the Arab Spring.

Some countries in the post-Soviet space have amended 
their constitutions, changing the scale or priority of national 
values (Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, 
Azerbaijan). For example, the Constitution of the Republic 
of Armenia (as amended in 2015) emphasizes the funda-
mental principles of Armenian statehood, recognition of the 
exclusive mission of the Armenian Apostolic Holy Church 
“as the national church in the Armenian people’s spiritual 
life, in development of its national culture and preservation 
of its national identity” (while guaranteeing the freedom of 
activity for all religious organizations operating there in ac-
cordance with the procedure established by law). The Con-
stitution of Kyrgyzstan (as amended in 2016) states “the 
fi rm will to develop and strengthen the Kyrgyz statehood, 
to protect the state sovereignty and unity of the people, to 
develop its language and culture.” The Constitution of Ka-
zakhstan (as amended in 2017) lists “eternal” constitution-
al values in a new way, which are not subject to be changed 
by subsequent constitutions. These are the state’s independ-
ence, unitarity and territorial integrity, the form of govern-
ment, as well as fundamental principles of the Republic’s 
activity.

A similar modernization of constitutional texts is also 
observed in non-CIS countries. Thus, the preamble of the 
Egyptian Constitution of 2014 indicates “the gifts of Egyp-
tians to humanity”, milestones of the unique Egyptian his-
tory, and listing Egyptian society’s goals and values takes 
several pages.
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Constitutions of many developed countries consolidate 
higher values. They refl ect priorities of moral and spiritual 
development of each particular society, raised to the state 
policy level.

In the Constitution of Italy, nature, the nation’s histor-
ical and artistic heritage, social solidarity, freedom, peace 
and justice, mutual assistance, especially public assistance 
to the elderly, the disabled and the unemployable, private 
charity, public benefi t, good morals, loyalty to the Repub-
lic, discipline and honesty of public servants are designat-
ed as values. The Constitution of Spain explicitly lists val-
ues considered the highest ones, among others: freedom, 
justice, equal rights and political pluralism. Herewith, the 
text of the Constitution fi xes the democratic system, the 
state of law, culture, traditions, language, peace and coop-
eration with other peoples. In the Bulgarian Constitution, 
freedom, peace, humanism, equal rights, justice, tolerance 
are declared the highest values; in the Greek Constitution – 
respect and protection of the human person, consolidation 
of peace and justice, development of friendly relations be-
tween peoples and states, social and national solidarity of 
the citizens.

Besides references to the will of Allah and belonging 
to “the great Arab nation”, in almost all new constitutions 
of Muslim countries, there are indications of their own tra-
ditions.

Modern constitutional reforms are important and inter-
esting because they affect not only the law itself and the 
country’s legal system. The value-based legal understand-
ing, more profound view of national and constitutional 
identity, and new concepts of the “multi-level” world le-
gal order are widely strengthening themselves in the world. 
Taking into account the constitutional values, relations be-
tween a person and the state are built.2

The strategic guidelines of the new paradigm of global 
legal development are accepted by Russia, as well. As the 
result of the constitutional reform of 2020, the value list in 
the Basic Law was expanded. The historical origins, spirit-
ual traditions and own ideals of Russian society were more 
clearly refl ected in it. Moreover, confi guration of the nation-
al legal system dichotomy, the ratio of its openness and pro-
tection from external infl uence by embedding in the Con-
stitution and constitutional legislation a new, but already 
tested due to the activities of the Constitutional Court of 
the Russian Federation, the formula of correlation of uni-
versal and national legal values, principles and norms has 
changed.

In the updated Constitution of 1993, a number of so-
cially signifi cant institutions and guidelines received a new 
sound, which essentially expanded and deepened the va-
lue content of the Basic Law. Among them, the following 
should be highlighted:

– sociocultural and spiritual values – the basis of na-
tional (state) identity and self-identifi cation of the Russian 
people – the multinational union of equal peoples united 
by the thousand-year history; continuity in development of 
the Russian state; historically established state unity; the 
state (Russian) language as the language of the state-form-
ing people; equal rights for all peoples of Russia; all-Rus-
sian cultural identity, culture as the unique common herit-
age while preserving the cultural identity of peoples, ethno-
2 See: Зорькин В. Д. Современный мир, право и Конституция. М., 2010. 
С. 81.
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cultural and linguistic diversity; preserving the memory of 
the ancestors who gave us ideals and faith in God1; histori-
cal truth and its protection; patriotism; citizenship; honoring 
the memory of the defenders of the Fatherland; the impor-
tance of the feat of the people in the defense of the Father-
land; traditional Russian family values – marriage as the un-
ion of a man and a woman; ensuring the priority of decent 
family education; respect for parents and elders and caring 
for them; solidarity of generations;

– values of social (including socioeconomic) develop-
ment – sustainable economic growth; advanced scientifi c 
and technological development; state policy focused on so-
ciety; “value-based” attitude to labor and respect for the 
person of labor; social partnership; public and individual 
health and formation of the citizens’ culture of responsible 
attitude to their health; environmental value guidelines – 
preservation of the country’s natural and biological diver-
sity, ensuring environmental safety, environmental educa-
tion. Regulation of these provisions aims, inter alia, at es-
tablishing optimal balance between individual freedom and 
the social, public interests;

– sociopolitical values – civil peace and harmony in the
country; economic, political and social solidarity; develop-
ment of civil society and support of its institutions, includ-
ing non-profi t organizations; international peace and secu-
rity, peaceful coexistence of states and peoples. In the Rus-
sian Federation, the listed values have not been raised to the 
level of constitutional regulation before, except for a num-
ber of provisions of the foreign policy section of the Con-
stitution of the RSFSR of 1978 (where there is a reference 
to the Constitution of the USSR);

– state-legal values – the principle of succession (le-
gal succession) in relation to the USSR, consolidating the 
Russian constitutional identity in domestic and international 
space; the principle of the public authority unity. Since the 
system of separation of powers, assuming “checks and bal-
ances”, is one of the signs of the rule of law and represents 
a value of the political, state-legal nature, it is possible to 
state certain changes in this system.

Emphasis has been placed on such values previously en-
shrined in the Basic Law as sovereignty and territorial in-
tegrity of the Russian Federation, entrepreneurship and pri-
vate initiative, goodness and justice. Systematic interpreta-
tion of the norms of the Constitution makes it possible to 
single out as values the strong, independent state that cor-
responds to the Russian mental tradition.

Thus, in the new constitutional cycle, the value list of 
the Basic Law has been replenished with moral guidelines, 
generally signifi cant political and legal ideals that have be-
come real constitutional features of Russian society and the 
1 As noted by the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation, these 
amendments relate to issues of all-Russian state identity; they are non-po-
litical, non-partisan and non-confessional in nature. Russian belief in God 
does not mean abandoning the secular nature of the state and does not put 
citizens in the unequal position depending on such faith; it is intended only 
to emphasize the historically signifi cant sociocultural role of the religious 
component in development of Russian statehood (see: Заключение 
Конституционного Суда РФ от 16 марта 2020 г. № 1-З «О соответствии 
положениям глав 1, 2 и 9 Конституции Российской Федерации не всту-
пивших в силу положений Закона Российской Федерации о поправке 
к Конституции Российской Федерации „О совершенствовании регу ли-
рования отдельных вопросов организации и функционирования пуб-
лич ной власти“, а также о соответствии Конституции Российской 
Феде рации порядка вступления в силу статьи 1 данного Закона в связи 
с за просом Президента Российской Федерации» // Российская газета. 
2020. № 56).

state. They are historically inherent in the Russian people 
and form the basis of its “sociocultural code”. Mechanisms 
of public power are also improved. Russia has developed its 
own national model of the Constitution, respective with the 
domestic mentality and new requirements of the country’s 
national security. It better than before refl ects the state-civ-
il identity of Russia, its sociocultural basis, political-legal 
ideals. This value model considers the accumulated histori-
cal experience, practices proven by evolution and priorities 
realized not only by the authorities, but also by the broad 
strata of society.2

Values forming the sociocultural core of the Russian 
mentality have been institutionalized not only in the up-
dated Constitution, but also in offi cial strategic documents. 
For example, the Strategy of the State National Policy of 
the Russian Federation for the period up to 20253 identi-
fi es such values as truth and justice, distinctive traditions 
of the peoples inhabiting Russia and some others. Accord-
ing to Paragraph 11, “the modern Russian state unites the 
single cultural (civilizational) code based on preservation 
and development of Russian culture and language, histori-
cal and cultural heritage of all the peoples of Russia, which 
is characterized by a particular desire for truth and justice, 
respect for original traditions of the peoples inhabiting Rus-
sia, and the ability to integrate their best achievements into 
the single Russian culture.” This results in receipt of anoth-
er support at the level of the Constitution by Russia’s stra-
tegic policy.

In 2020, among the values of social (including socio-
economic) development, which have become the most im-
portant guideline and priority of state policy (at the fed-
eral and regional levels), scientifi c and technological pro-
gress, as well as science and scientifi c potential of Russia as 
its sources and independent values, received constitutional 
consolidation. As a result, the constitutional and legal basis 
of Russian science has been signifi cantly expanded.

The Constitution of the Russian Federation essentially 
establishes the function of the state, which consists in en-
suring scientifi c and technological development (by refer-
ring to the subjects of jurisdiction of the Russian Federa-
tion) and managing it. The Basic Law provides for this the 
necessary tools:

– Article 71 – fundamentals of the federal policy (this
issue is attributed to the subjects of the Federation for the 
fi rst time); state regulation, state (federal) programs of sci-
entifi c and technological development of the Russian Fed-
eration (this means the immutability of state funding);

– Article 114 – powers of the Government of the Rus-
sian Federation in the fi eld of supporting, preserving and 
developing the scientifi c potential of Russia (this is also 
a novelty);

– Paragraph “m” of Article 71 – an independent area
of state activity – “ensuring safety of the individual, socie-
ty and the state in application of information technologies, 
digital data turnover.”

The constitutional basis of science consists of not only 
the four articles of the Constitution of the Russian Federa-
2 See: Хабриева Т. Я. Право и новые стратегии цивилизационного раз-
вития // Хабриева Т. Я., Черногор Н. Н. Будущее права. Наследие 
академика В. С. Степина и юридическая наука. М., 2020. С. 71.
3 The Strategy was approved by the Edict of the President of the Russian 
Federation dated December 19, 2012 № 1666 “On the Strategy of the State 
National Policy of the Russian Federation for the period up to 2025” 
(СЗ РФ. 2012. № 52. Ст. 7477).
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tion, including Article 44, but also other constitutional nov-
elties, which, due to their polyfunctional nature, form “the 
fi eld of opportunities” and the solid constitutional-legal 
foundation for development of domestic science. Among 
them:

– norms aimed at improving the mechanism for ensur-
ing supremacy of the Constitution of the Russian Federation 
throughout the state, as well as changes designed to ensure 
that the updated concept of correlation between the univer-
sal and the national is refl ected in the Basic Law and the 
legislation of the country (Articles 79, 125 of the Constitu-
tion of the Russian Federation). These norms make it pos-
sible to preserve the autonomy of Russian science and edu-
cation necessary to achieve the national development goals 
of Russia (in accordance with the Edict of the President of 
the Russian Federation dated July 21, 2020);

– provisions extending social warranties for citizens,
importance of which has signifi cantly increased when the 
role of human capital, scientists and researchers has essen-
tially grown. Accordingly, measures of their social support 
become an important factor in development of domestic sci-
ence, which, in turn, transforms into a determining factor of 
economic growth. The situation with development of coro-
navirus vaccines is a vivid example of this.

It can be stated that the updated Constitution, fi rstly, 
creates the worldview paradigm, in a sense, the ideology 
of socioeconomic development of Russia (based on knowl-
edge and high technologies), including criteria for deter-
mining the limits of permissible use of technological in-
novations. They refl ect incentives for scientifi c and tech-
nological development (in the unity of science as a source 
and technology as a result of scientifi c research), and war-
ranties of protection from its undesirable effects, and for all 
the main subjects of constitutional relations – individuals, 
society, the state.

Secondly, meanwhile, constitutional guidelines are for-
malized for achieving Russia’s strategic goals.

Thirdly, the constitutional model of the public life 
sphere called by philosophers as “technosphere”, or more 
broadly as “anthropotechnosphere”, including its value ba-
sis, institutional and functional foundations, objects and 
subjects of legal interaction, legal instruments for imple-

mentation of state priorities, as well as constitutional war-
ranties for safety of the individual, society and the state, is 
being formed.

There is no such comprehensive approach to the real-
ities of the new technological order in any constitution of 
the world. This lays the solid foundation for development 
of own culture, including the legal one, especially since Part 
4 of Article 68 of the Constitution of the Russian Federa-
tion for the fi rst time as the result of the amendment made 
in 2020 recognizes the culture in the Russian Federation 
as the unique heritage of its multinational people, which is 
supported and protected by the state. Thus, the state recog-
nizes its culture as the most important factor in harmoniza-
tion of public relations, a condition for preservation of the 
single cultural space and the territorial integrity of Russia. 
Confi rming by the Constitution of the Russian Federation 
the culture importance is designed to ensure a higher lev-
el of the society development, its ability to civil unity, set-
ting and achieving common goals in national development.

In the search for new strategies of legal development 
both at the global and national levels, the ideological issues 
related to cultural identity are attributed to the core ones in 
most states of the world. For Russia, it is extremely rele-
vant. The value markers are fi nally placed in the Basic Law, 
and the legal system of the Russian Federation continues to 
be adjusted in accordance with the constitutionalized spir-
itual, moral, and political-legal guidelines.

The domestic legal doctrine, which has absorbed values 
of both pre-revolutionary and Soviet jurisprudence, is able 
not only to provide ideological support for the appropriate 
strategy of state-legal development, but also to maintain the 
immunity of public consciousness to concepts and ideolo-
gies that provoke cardinal changes in the value basis of the 
state-legal arrangement of Russian society.

This does not mean that domestic legal science should 
ignore changing legal conditions. Here it is important to dis-
tinguish between unshakable values that help preserve all 
the most important things within the sociocultural genotype, 
and values of the evolutionary nature, which are offered to 
humanity by the changing environment. These values, in-
troduced by new challenges, will also gradually be integrat-
ed into the public consciousness of justice.




